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Signal Processing and Imaging with Ultrasonic Guided Waves: Application to Structural Health Monitoring

Ultrasonic guided waves have the potential to interrogate large areas of structures for damage, and many researchers are actively considering them for in situ monitoring of critical structures that support such waves. Unlike conventional nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques, where sensors interrogating a small region are manually moved or automatically scanned to obtain complete spatial coverage, in situ sensors for structural health monitoring (SHM) are fixed in space. However, the constraints of spatially fixed transducers can severely limit the performance of such a guided wave SHM system, particularly when the structure is subjected to variable operational and environmental conditions. This presentation motivates an approach to guided wave SHM using a spatially distributed array of discrete transducers, and describes the signal processing and imaging methods developed for detecting, locating and characterizing damage. Recent results are presented from current and past projects of the QUEST Laboratory at Georgia Tech.